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Circular to members # 142/2018-19
July 3, 2019
Introduction to a business developer & coach based in UK
The Association secretariat has received the following mails from Mr. Umair Tariq,
a UK based business developer and coach; which are self-explanatory:
“Just sending a quick follow up e-mail to see if you have had the chance to
review the email I sent a few months ago about working with Pakistani
businesses that are members of your chamber to help develop their ideas
through business coaching and development service. I could possibly even help
with funding through connections I have in venture capital or through
crowdfunding. I am still interested in having a discussion to see if we can work
together in some way. Perhaps we can have a discussion sometime this week
on whatsapp my number is 447957928170.
Look forward to talking to you soon.”
“My name is Umair Tariq I am a business developer and coach that is based in
the UK. I have over the years helped develop several businesses in the UK and
USA in various industries including food, tech, leisure, real estate and
hardware.
I am aware your organisation represents members who are interested in getting
their product into new markets via exports and Europe is a region on top of the
list. Due to its accessibility to Pakistani businesses and the lucrative rewards it
can bring financially. A lot of other countries that are in positions similar to
Pakistan are also eyeing up the market and some have been more successful
neighbouring countries such as Bangladesh do a huge amount of business
with the EU enough to propel their exports to over $42b almost double that of
Pakistan.
While I am British by nationality my heritage is that of Pakistani and I would
like to see if there is an opportunity to give you and your members an edge in
getting products into European market through my experience and expertise in
working and getting businesses started up in this region.
If this is something that is of interest to you or something that you would like
to discuss further do let me know and we can talk in more detail about what I
can offer and if its beneficial to your members.
I await your reply.”
Interested members may consider the request of Mr. Umair Tariq at their own
satisfaction and risk. His email ID is: hello@vizidio.com.
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